3. Party Patrol and Controlled Party Dispersal Techniques for Preventing and Breaking Up Underage Drinking Parties
TCLEOSE #3617 4hrs

This training discusses the role of enforcement and community agencies in preventing underage drinking parties and safely dispersing them when they do occur. It describes the problem of underage drinking in general and youth drinking parties in particular.

This training presents the following:

- Proactive approaches to underage drinking parties that can help to prevent them before they start and minimize the potential for tragedy and exposure to liability while maximizing opportunities to educate the public on the dangers of youth and alcohol.
- Information on how to use enforcement campaigns to bring about changes in community norms concerning underage drinking and parties.
- Information on the operational steps that should be taken to prevent and disperse underage parties.

For more information or to schedule a training please fill out the Law Enforcement Training Application located at:
www.2young2drink.com
or
contact your local TABC office.

Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission
P.O. Box 13127
Austin, Texas 78711
512-206-3333 (Information)
1-888-THE-TABC (Complaints)
TDD 512-206-3270
www.tabc.state.tx.us
questions@tabc.state.tx.us

Law Enforcement Training

...Provided at no cost to local law enforcement agencies.

TCLEOSE credit for each training.
The Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission can provide you with the
following training at no cost. To train
the courses, TABC agents were required
to complete a 32-hour Train the Trainer
course taught by OJJDP and meet
training standards set by TABC.
All of the agents have over eight years
of law enforcement experience and many
hours of training experience.

1. Dealing with False Identification
TCLEOSE #3285 4hrs

This training is intended to provide law
enforcement officers with a basic
understanding of false and fraudulent
identification and provide some of the tools
necessary to recognize these forms of
identification.

This course will cover Texas ID’s, Military
ID’s, Passports, Resident Alien ID’s, other state
ID’s and other non-U.S. ID’s.

2. Conduct Minor Sting Operations and
Operations to Reduce Third Party Sales
of Alcohol to Underage Youth
TCLEOSE #3200 4hrs

This training can be presented as a four hour
training covering both topics or can be used as
two separate trainings.

Conduct Minor Sting Operations (3hrs)

This training provides guidelines and
operational information on reducing sales of
alcohol to underage purchasers through
compliance investigations of alcohol retailers.

It presents the rationales for carrying out these
investigations and emphasizes the importance of
reducing youth access to alcohol. Participants in
the training will learn about the following:

- Gain an understanding of the issues related
to underage drinking and the retail
availability of alcohol to underage
purchasers.
- Provide step-by-step guidelines for
carrying out compliance investigations.
- Identify barriers to compliance
investigations and approaches to
overcoming these barriers.
- Utilize compliance investigations
efficiently and effectively to deter sales to
minors and demonstrate community norms
against underage drinking.

* TABC offers a Minor Sting Guideline
Brochure that will help ensure program
credibility, community support and
successful prosecution.

Operations to Reduce Third Party Sales
of Alcohol to Underage Youth (1hr)

This training is designed to give an overview
of the strategies that can be used in states and
communities to prevent third party transactions
of alcohol to youth and to address these sales if
they are occurring. Participants in this workshop
will learn about the following:

- Research related to third party transactions’
contributions to underage drinking.
- Existing laws and ordinances that can
serve as tools to prevent and address third
party transactions.
- Enforcement strategies for preventing and
addressing third party transactions, both
stranger sales and familiar exchanges.
- Strategies for increasing community
and political support, addressing third party
transactions.
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